




Have you seen me? 

I walk in the shadows

Down a dark alley 

Thinking about the birds and the bees 

‑

Darkness ponders and rhythm wanders 

Glance over my shoulder and see

Bang! 

The world hides behind broken promises 

shattered tears and dripping dreams 

uncaring feelInGs and warn feet

Torn seats and fragile beats 

Rhyming songs and careful fingers

Causes blackful screams full of terror..



Warm as you can see; bloodAbundant strawberry; bleeding seedsblazing skies, flaming sunCan we walk this earth forever? 

Shove A finger in there forever lose a battle that never was foughtrawr!forever loose my touch of wind
feel my breath upon your skin; lose your SenSuAlity 

Sent away but not too fartogether we think about too longengage in social pondering Again, we walk towards our car...
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Continue down a ladder seems

Whirling winding forever spin
into a iron forest where concrete rules  

GleaminG sWords and dull knives 

see the shine, become blind
hold it in your hands like a Glimmer of hope

shove! 
now feel it trickle as new mans done

fall before it and raise not one

Clouds of thunder, rain of fear
Walk we must; seals we near

Chest upon limb front after pain

Climbing on step minute after hour 







Calmness falls upon those who act
Feeling ConFident in the green 

Growing powerful and strong 
Look behind never at aLL

thrust of light; trees around
Grass a tingling, nosy around 

achoo! 
Glance about the endLess fields 
Feel the emptiness around these winds

Fall upon the broken tree
never walk forward yet let go

of your mind yet of your soul 
Grasp life as a time that must FLow



Slide against the earthy skies
Lick the ground that taste like snow
Grab a hoLd of sand that ticks 
Munch on time that is so slick

Step upon a cloud that storms below 
rain that follows mud that mixes
Splash!Now you see the pool aheadYet lateness follows and therefore your head

Sticky is the hand that slaps 

Sore is that chocolate that tastes salty

darkeN it with tea; better than the sea 

brown it with me
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